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Abstract
An examination of the copyright history of Australia’s unofficial
national anthem, ‘Waltzing Matilda', provides an insight into the

political, economic and cultural relations between Britain, the United
States of America and Australia. In particular, the extent to which
Australia’s cultural industries are a surrogate or proxy for the larger
interests of global powers is demonstrated. It is argued that this
surrogacy has, and continues to have, a potentially constricting effect
on the circulation of matters of cultural concern through the Australian
national community.
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Indonesian cultural policy, 1950-2003: culture, institutions,
government
Jones, Tod (2005)
This thesis examines ofﬁcial cultural policy in Indonesia, focussing on the cultural
policy of the national governments from 1950 until 2003. Drawing on Michel
Foucault’s writings about government and debates about ...

A critical discourse analysis of negotiations between business and
Aboriginal peoples : implications for strategic management of
crosscultural knowledge
Zint, Andrew Robert (2009)
The concept and use of knowledge in business studies is predominantly
determined by a Western interpretation, with strategic management theory and
practice positioning knowledge as a key factor in the creation of competitive ...

Nation, culture and family : identity in a Scottish/Australian
popular song tradition
Dougal, Josephine Kathleen (2010)
This study arose out of an interest in my own family’s Scottish song traditions
and a desire to understand them within a wider cultural context. Its purpose is to
create a critical account of music and migrant identity ...
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